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walking tour

night amusements

Staff from other prefectures
recommend some nice places in Kochi.
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“Breakfast” and “experience in market”
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Cook your original Kure Donburi
Let’s try roast bonito and eat local sashimi bowl!
Experience roasting bonito with straw
Experience roasting bonito
with straw in USA! (lunch included)
Experience roasting bonitos
with straw and Kamimachi Donburi
Experience crab fishing
Experience fishing with fishermen
Factory tour of dried bonito
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Baking baumkuchen cake
Let’s make hat bread!
Enjoy Kochi’s night life
Walking tour of Kochi city
Walking tour of USA
Tour of Tsukasabotan sake brewery
Tour of Mutemuka brewery famous for Dabada Hiburi sake
Experience farming tomatoes at
“tomato no mura (village of tomato)”
Foot Path and farming experience of
sweet sugar tomatoes
Experience the rice harvest at
Mr. Wada’s house in Tosa Town
Experience picking tomatoes at Mr. Wada’s house
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relaxing tour

nature experience

Experience picking edible wild plants
and making local food platter
Experience making local sushi
Experience making soba
Experience making flower charcoal
Power spot and experience
Sutra writing with monks at Chikurin temple
Play with dolphins
and try local Muroto cuisine “Alfonsino bowl”
Pat the animals at a working farm near the city
Experience making moss plant ball
Class for newspaper bag making
Experience weaving
Experience dyeing with vegetables
Experience making basket plate
Experience pilgrimage
Exploration Saruta cave
Visit Hongawa hydroelectric power station
Experience paddling a canoe in Shimanto
Canoeing in Niyodo river
Houseboat on the Niyodo river
You will be excited! Let’s try rafting.
Fishing in Usa (2 hour or half day course)
Walking at the famous Japanese mountain Kamegamori.
Custom-made plan of Tosa

Access guide to Kochi for tourists
Route map
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Fascinating Kochi Pref.
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~We would like to tell the attraction of Kochi.~

Kochi is a wonderful place that is surrounded by sea and mountain, and there is a lot
of nature. You will be fascinated by seasonal scenery, and it makes you calm. We
teach you seasonal attractions, and we would like you to enjoy everything in Kochi.
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214 Ekawasaki West Tosa
Shimanto-shi, Kochi
TEL/ 0880-52-1525
Opening hours/ 8:00~19:00
Closed/ Thursday
(The year-end and New Year
holidays)
Car park/ available

strawberry farmer s cake shop

Kazekoubou

60
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6782-1 Kure Agawagun
Nakatosa-cho, Kochi
TEL/ 0889-52-3395
Opening hours/ [1F] 10:30~ 18:00
[2F・café] 10:30~17:00
Closed/ Thu (When it falls on a
national holiday, we take a
compensatory day off.) • The year-end
and New Year holidays (31st of
December • 1st of January)
Car park/ available

Shimanto bu
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go
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item is limite es well with sauce. ※T
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do not miss
the chance Get up early and
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I am working
as publicist staﬀ at
Jyoseikan. I love big
sky and local
gourmets in Kochi.

Ako chan

I am Ako from
Kanagawa.
I have been living
for 12 years
in Kochi.
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Staff from other prefectures
recommend

I am working as a
wedding planner at
Jyoseikan.

some nice places in Kochi.

Naru chan

I am Naru from
Tokyo.
I have been living
for a year
in Kochi.

watch
a short movie

Shop Takezaki
819-1 Shimobunotsu Susaki, Kochi
TEL/ 0889-42-4871
Opening hours/ 4:00~19:00
Closed/ New Year’s Day
Car park/ available

BLUE

a Japanese

set for a piec
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1-2-25 Minamigaoka Haruno-cho
Kochi city, Kochi
TEL/ 090-1175-9564
Opening hours/ [Thursday •
Friday] 11:30~16:00 (special lunch
of the day)
[Saturday] (special breakfast of the
day)
Closed/ Mon• Tue • Wed • Sun
※We also have temporary closing.
Car park/ available
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I recommend you to
check in advance whether
shop is opened. Only one staﬀ
works here, so please go there
with plenty of time!
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This plate is bal
anced diet. You
can pay
anothe r ¥150 and
desser t is ser ved
.

¥9 00

404-1 Shimoyakawaotsu Agawagun
Ino-cho, Kochi
TEL/ 088-850-5334
Opening hours/ 12:00~19:00
Closed/ Sat • Sun
Car park/ available
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98 Hakawa Agawagun
Ino-cho, Kochi
TEL/ 088-893-4848
Opening hours/ 10:30~17:30
※We will close when all pizza
dough has been used.
Closed/ Monday
Car park/ available
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Cafe
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Second floor at the observation
deck of Mt. Godai 210-1 Gyuko
Kochi city, Kochi
TEL/ 088-861-3036
Opening hours/ Mon to Fri 10:00~17:00
Sat•Sun•public holiday 10:00~21:00
Closed/ no holiday (It depends on
Makino Botanical Garden)
Car park/ available

Restaurant

Kagetsu
2586 Murotsu Muroto city, Kochi
TEL/ 0887-22-0115
Opening hours/ 17:30~23:00
※Please make advance reservation for
lunch until the day before.
Closed/ Sun•public holiday ※We will open
for appoint customers.
Car park/ available
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small glass studio

Tochi
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3062 Tochi Nangoku city, Kochi (home
and studio)
TEL/ 070-5680-9307 ※We are sorry
that we sometimes cannot answer the
phone when we are working.
Opening hours/ 10:00~17:00
Closed/ irregular holidays ※When you
would like to make glassed, you need to
make reservation until the day before.
Car park/ available

This studio also
appears in local
guide book, Ryoma
Passport.
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“Breakfast”
and “experience in market”
This is what we call “Omotenashi”. Let’s enjoy local breakfast style!

¥2,300

per person(without tax) [breakfast included]

This is a tour that you can enjoy in Kochi central
wholesale market. You can eat delicious sashimi bowl
which is served on rice and with miso soup. These are
made by brokers in the morning. You will be able to
experience the special morning tour for sure! Wake up
early and go to the market!

•2 hours •Advance Order Necessary

|

●Operating days/ all year
●Day off/ Wed, national holidays
●Time/ 7:00~9:00
●Location/ Kochi central wholesale market(kokadai) (meet
there•break up there)
●Maximum participants/ 20 (Please contact us in advance
when your party is more than 20.)
●Minimum participants/ 8~
●Attendants/ Yes
●The deadline for reservation/ 18:00 of the day before
※We are sorry that we are not able to hold this tour when the
market is closed.

❻ Shopping time

You have shopping time for 30 minutes.
Please look around and find the best thing.

|GOAL

START

❶ Kochi central

wholesale market

U-01

watch
a short movie

15

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

The Kochi central
wholesale market was
opened in 1930. This
market has second longest
history in Japan.

❷ Visit fresh fish and dried salted fish
corner.

Let’s start tour with nice guide!

❺ Feel how brokers are

Let’s look around each corner. There are lots of
fresh raw fished and seafood.

❹ Watch the auction for

vegetable store.

fruit and vegetables.

powerful in Japan.

You can see the brokers filleting tuna!
You will be surprised by powerful
brokers for sure!

❸ Visit fruit and

You might see people
participating in the auction
if you are lucky!

❼ Eat the breakfast

Many kinds of fruits and
vegetables are gathered from
all over Japan.

Get Directions

You have fresh sashimi bowl and miso soup for
breakfast! These are so tasty and amazing.
This is the best thing in this tour!

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/rNxvs

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
08

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901

registration travel industry of Kochi prefectural governor No.2-105
Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi

Cook your original Kure Donburi
Let’s make your original donburi in Kure Taisho Market which is famous
for Kuroshio Current and skipjack fishing.
arrangement menu：sponsor/ Dokuremon business union

¥926

per person(without tax)

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

|START

You can enjoy nice food including fresh fish, and the
retro cityscape takes you back to the good old days of
Japan. Moreover, local people are so friendly, and they
are like your family.

❶ Let’s listen to

U-07

50

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

❷ Select ingredients
We visit there.

the explanation.

●Operating days/ every Saturday and Sunday
●Time/ 11:00~14:00
●Location/ Nakatosacho Kure Taisho Market(meet
there•break up there)
●Maximum participants/ 20 (Please contact us if your
party of tourist is over 20.)
●Minimum participants/ 1
●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ 18:00 of the day before

There is a ingredients corner for donburi such
as sashimi, fried foods and fruits.
An explanation will be given at the
reception area near the entrance. Tourists
will receive 6 coupons for the 1000yen
course. Then you will get donburi, miso
soup and pickled vegetables.

❸ What should I take...?

Select your favorite ingredients.

❹ Let’s dish up donburi!

like this ingredients

|GOAL

❽ You are ready for eat!

Finish making your original donburi.

There are also fruits corner.

What’s the Taisho Market?

Get Directions
Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/Rz2HM

The market is in the middle of Kure.
Women are enthusiastically selling
fresh fish. This is the kitchen called
Taisho Market in Kure.

You can see seasonal fish all year
around. There are so many kinds of
vegetables, fishes, fruits, and also
homemade dishes in Showa street
and Heisei street.

The sellers are very lively.
Feel free to talk with them to find
the fish you want.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901

registration travel industry of Kochi prefectural governor No.2-105
Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Let’s try to roast bonito
and eat local sashimi bowl!

Combination of two popular experiences

¥2,800

U-02

watch
a short movie

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

50

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax)
[grill bonito•kure sashimi bowl served on the rice]

This program is a combination of famous lightly roasted bonito
and local sashimi bowl. We call them “Katsuo no tataki” and
“Kure don.” Cook the lunch yourself and eat on the spot!
●Operating days/ every Saturday and Sunday
●Participants/ 4~
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 2 days before
●Location/ Naka-tosa city Kure
※about 4 slices of roasted bonitos per person
※One representative from each group will roast the bonito.
[ Program details ]
●A fish dealer of “Tanaka fish shop” will teach you how to roast bonito.
●You eat “Katsuo no tataki ”that you make and “Kure don” for lunch.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/Rz2HM

Experience roasting bonito with straw

Enjoy roasting bonito with straw in Kamimachi where Ryoma Sakamoto was born!

¥2,300

per person(without tax)

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

U-03

10

about
min
walk from Jyoseikan

Get Directions

This fish shop was established 150 years ago, and is still
run by the same family for four generations. You can learn
and try traditional cooking method of roasted bonito. Of
course, you can eat them, and you can also experience
the arrangement of bonito in a large plate.
Please enjoy truly fresh fish here!

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/l9yEE

●Operating days/ all year (except Sunday and national
holiday)
●Time/ 11:30~14:00
●Location/ Kamimachi 4-chome Ikezawa shop(meet there•
break up there)
●Maximum participants/ 10
●Minimum participants/ 2~ (Staff will manage there.)
●Attendants/ No
●The deadline for reservation/ 18:00 of the day before

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience roasting bonito
with straw in USA! (lunch included)

U-04

watch
a short movie

•Saturday limitation・for group tour 1 hour and 30 minutes course •Advance Order Necessary

¥2,800

30

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax)
[roasting bonito•lunch(Inaka zushi•dried fish)]

Called “America in Kochi” Usa is a fishing village and
the place of origin for dried bonito. You can go to the
morning market and experience genuine roasted
bonito. Just roasted bonito is very exquisite! Enjoy
your lunch while watching fantastic view of Usa. We
recommend you buy fresh seafood as souvenir.
●Operating days/ every Saturday
●Time/ 11:00~12:30
●Location/ Tosa City Usa fishing port (meet there•
break up there)
●Maximum participants/ 20
●Minimum participants/ 8~
●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before

Get Directions

An expert in roasting bonito will
teach you how to cook, and roast
them with straw.

Experience roasting bonitos
with straw and Kamimachi Donburi

Roast bonitos yourself and make your original fresh fish bowl!

¥2,800

per person(without tax)
[roasting bonito•Kamimachi Donburi]

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

This fish shop was established 150 years ago, and is still
run by the same family for four generations. A fifth
generation young master will teach you how to roast
bonitos, and you can experience making your original
sashimi bowl which is called Kamimachi Donburi.

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/jKgg4

U-05

10

about
min
walk from Jyoseikan

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/l9yEE

●Operating days/ every Thursday• Friday• Saturday
●Time/ 11:30~14:00
●Location/ Kamimachi 4-chome Ikezawa shop(meet there•
break up there)
●Maximum participants/ 10
●Minimum participants/ 2(Staff will manage there.)
●Attendants/ No
●The deadline for reservation/ 18:00 of the day before

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901

registration travel industry of Kochi prefectural governor No.2-105
Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Experience crab fishing

U-08

Come in contact with fishermen in Tosa

¥5,000

per person(without tax)
[basket fishing・lunch]

•lunch included •3 hours •Advance Order Necessary

watch
a short movie

70

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Only an hour drive west from Kochi city! Under the
guidance of fishermen in Kaminokae port, you can be a
fisher. You will also learn knowledge and intelligence of
sea. All fish that you catch on that day will be yours! You
can enjoy the lunch made with local food and fish.

●Operating days/ all year(except first of March and Year-end
and New Year holidays)
●Participants/ 15~50(contact us in case of larger groups)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 3 days before
※fish that you may catch on that tour….blue crab(all year) /
squid•octopus(May~October)
※You can experience fishing for spiny lobster with rope for the
same price as this tour from September 16 to April 30.
※You can experience roasting bonito for an additional charge
(market price).
Please contact us for further information.

[Program details]
●basket fishing / Take a boat from
fishermen’s cooperative and go to
the destination. You will enjoy
fishing for crabs.
●lunch / Staff will cook Japanese
food with crabs and fish that you
catch.

❶

Enjoy crab fishing on the
Kaminokae facing the Pacific
Ocean.

example of menu

Get Directions

●Takikomi rice of fish
●miso soup
●sashimi
●kombu salad
●seasonal fish food
●seasonal vegetables
●dishes made with the fish that
you catch

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/E6U9h

❷

You may catch a conger eel.
Good catch!

❸

❹

Purify the crab with a scrubbing
brush. Boil the crab and enjoy for
lunch.

Fishermen will teach you how to
enjoy eating crab.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience fishing with fishermen
Experience first hand the nature of Tosa Bay

¥7,000

for adult
(without tax)

¥5,000

for schoolchild
(without tax)

U-09

•4 hours •Advance Order Necessary
watch
a short movie

[lunch included]

70

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Under the guidance of female fishermen in Kaminokae port, you can
be a fisher. You also learn about knowledge and intelligence of sea.
●Operating days/ every year(but first of March and Year-end and New
Year holidays)
●Participants/ 3~50(contact us in case of larger groups)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before on that day
●Place/ Takaoka-gun Nakatosa-cho Kaminokae Wakashiya
[Program details]
●rope work(bowline)
●crab fishing with basket(all year)
●experience Japanese-style ship
●squid fishing with basket(May to September)
●spiny lobster fishing(September 16 to April 30)
●octopus fishing with basket(June ~August)
●cooking(all year)
●cooking of Katsuo no Tataki(March to May・
September to November)
●lunch
We arrange tour in combination with above
program, so please contact us.

❶

Go to the destination with
fishermen. Pull the basket, and a
blue crab may be in there.

❺

Fishing is also available until lunch
time.

example of menu

Get Directions

●Takikomi rice of fish
●miso soup
●sashimi
●kombu salad
●seasonal fish food
●seasonal vegetables
●dishes made with the fish
that you catch

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/E6U9h

❷

Great catch! You caught blue crab
and conger eel!

❻

Enjoy roasting bonito depending
on the season.

❸

❹

Wash the blue crab yourself.

❼

Learn how to row a boat.

❽

Female fisherman cook the lunch
for you.

Finally it is lunch time♪ You can enjoy
eating and chatting with fishermen.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901
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Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Factory tour of dried bonito

U-06

Visit the place of origin for dried bonito and enjoy the smell and taste of them!

¥1,500

per person(without tax) [100g of dried bonitos]

•40 minutes •Advance Order Necessary

watch
a short movie

30

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

You can visit the factory of dried bonito which are
made by using age old methods. These dried bonitos
were awarded a prize from the Minister of Agriculture in
2012. Making the highest grade dried bonitos takes
about 6 months.
●Operating days/ all year(except Saturday•Sunday,
Year-end and New Year holidays•irregular holiday:
Wednesday)
●Participants/ 2~40(contact us in case of larger groups)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before
※We work with round herrings in January ~ March, so there
is a tour for sun-dried sardines in that season.

[Program details]
●Watch the process for dried bonito・tour the factory (about 20
minutes)
●Shave the dried bonito and taste them
●Pack dried bonito for takeaway(about 100g per person) (about
20 minutes)
●You can buy just –made dried bonito

Sun-dried sardines in January ~March
The fishing industry is flourishing in Usa.
This season is the coolest in a year, so
freshness of sardines is preserved. People
chose sunny days to dry sardines in the
sun for 3~7 days. Then great sun-dried
sardines are produced.

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶

https://goo.gl/maps/LLDbT

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Baking baumkuchen cake

By using high-grade Tosa-Jiro eggs

U-10

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Ino Town sightseeing cooperation

•2 hour to 2 hours and half course •with lecture •Advance Order Necessary

¥1,400

per person(without tax)
[expense charge・experience charge included]

90

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

one baumkuchen cake for ¥2,800, 2 persons
Experience cooking baumkuchen made with Kochi’s famous
eggs, Tosa-Jiro in the village of Ino.After collecting bamboo in the
mountain, use it for making baumkuchen. With a crispy outside
and soft inside, you will enjoy teatime with handmade
baumkuchen and original coffee.
●Operating days/ all year ●Time/ between 11:00~14:00
●Place/ study hall in Ino city Green Park Hodono (meet there• break
up there)●Participants/ 15(Please contact us if your party is over 15.)
●Minimum participants/ 4
●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
※Ingredients are ready for you there.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/YTQwj

Let’s make hat bread!

The birth place of sweetened bun in Kochi.

U-12

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Ino Town sightseeing cooperation

90

•1 hour and half course •with lecture •Advance Order Necessary

¥2,300

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person one time/ 6hat bread(without tax)
For a party of four, the price will be ¥575(without tax) per person.

A well loved local favourites this hat-shaped bread was created in
Kochi. You can make it in its place of origin. Please enjoy freshly
made bread with fresh ground coffee. Make this one of your
summertime memories...
●Operating days/ from July to September
●Time/ Please contact us in advance.
●Place/ study hall in Ino city Green Park Hodono (meet there• break
up there)
●Participants/ 10(Please contact us if your party is over 15.)
●Minimum nparticipants/ one adult
●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before
※Ingredients are ready for you there.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/YTQwj

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111
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Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Enjoy Kochi’s
night life

Enjoy casual Ozashiki-Asobi at night, and finish your day by eating gyoza at the night stall!

10

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

watch
a short movie

General

Guest at Jyoseikan

¥6,000
¥5,300

1

First stop, enjoy
Ozashiki-Asobi (games with Geisha) !
Play traditional Tosa drinking games.
Hashiken, Bekuhai, Kikunohana
はし けん

HAS HI KEN

べくはい

BEKU HAI

Play the games with powerful
women at the bar “Yagane”. Enjoy
local dishes and play casual
Ozashiki-Asobi.

可杯

※Attendants will escort you. Price
includes transportation,
Ozashiki-Asobi(dinner and alcohol)
and gyoza at the night stall.
(note1) Reservations can be made one
month in advance. We appreciate your
understanding that we may not be able
to accept all, particularly the day
before holiday and busy season.
(note2) We cannot make reservation
for gyoza, so there may be a wait for
next available seat.
(note3) We provide the return taxi,
after tour, and taxi fare is included the
price. However, if you separate from
the group, you must pay for
transportation.
(note4) Ozashiki-Asobi is a traditional
game played at drink parties in Kochi.

per person (without tax)
includes transportation
Ozashiki-Asobi and gyoza

箸拳

●Operating days/ all year(reservation
required) ※except Sunday
●Time/ 2 hours 20:45~
●Place/ Kochi city
●Participants/ 15
●Minimum participants/ 8
●Attendants/ Yes
●The deadline for reservation/
18:00 of the day before

per person (without tax)
included Ozashiki-Asobi and gyoza

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Y-01

2 hour
course

20：45

start Jyoseikan ( for Jyoseikan guests )

21：00

Ozashiki-Asobi at Yagane

22：10

eat gyoza at the night stall “Yasube”

23：00

return to Jyoseikan ( for Jyoseikan guests )
※People not staying at the Jyoseikan,
will end the tour after eating gyoza.

Get Directions
Google Road Map

YAGANE

https://goo.gl/maps/CIxqu

2 Complete your day with gyoza!
きくのはな

KIKU NO HA NA

菊の花

After having lot of fun,
you will enjoy supper
at the famous stall “Yasube”.
It is known as popular old stall which
opened in 1970. Gyoza as thin pastry
shell, garlic chiveinside and roast in a
covered pan with oil. This is so juicy
and tasty. Crispy gyoza is very popular.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Walking tour of Kochi city

M-01

Enjoy walking around the city. Eat! Tell people!

¥2,000

per person(without tax)
[eating tour included]

•1 hour and half course •Advance Order Necessary

Enjoy walking in the center shopping
district. You can listen to old tales and try
foods at the famous shops. As well as
find nice souvenirs.
●Operating days/ every Friday
●Time/ 10:30~12:00
●Place/ Kochi Central Shopping Arcade
(meet there•break up there) (meet in front of
the NTT West Kochi East building)
●Participants/ 15 (contact us in case of
larger groups)
●Minimum participants/ 4
●Attendants/ Yes
●The deadline for reservation/ one week
before
※When there is no attendant available, the
tour will not take place.

❹ Take a commemorative photo

❺ Ohashi-dori shopping street

10

about
min
by tram from Jyoseikan

|START

❶ Hariyama bridge shopping street

The roof of the shopping street is made
from natural tree in Tosa. Wooden roof is
rare, and this area was open as the first
wooden shopping street in 1998.

❷ Fish street (1)

Visit Friday market. There are lots of local
vegetables, fruits and sweets.

❸ Fish street (2)
You can enjoy freshly made croquette.

One of the famous bread in Kochi is
hat bread. As its name suggests, the
bread is shaped like a hat. Please try
your favorite bread.

❻ Eat again!

After passing Yoshida Toyo gravestone, Obiya machi
and Obisan road, you will reach Ohashi-dori
shopping street in which are so many kinds of foods.

watch
a short movie

The kamaboko(steamed fish paste) in old
shop, Matuoka Kamaboko is so amazing!
Nerimono in Kochi is the best!

|GOAL

❼ Hirome market

After passing Hanpeita Takechi gravestone, you
will reach to the Hirome market. The walking
tour will finish here.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Walking tour of USA

M-02

The birth place of dried bonito

¥1,800

per person(without tax)
[eating tour included]

watch
a short movie

•1 hour course •Advance Order Necessary

A guide from Usa Monya restaurant will show
you around Usa city. There are retro streets and
a dried bonito factory. Try local ice cream, and
walk around the fishing port in Usa. Moreover,
you can buy fresh sea food and dried fish at the
Saturday market! Finally, try special round
herring lunch of the day. For sure, you will enjoy
your day.
●Operating days/ every Saturday
●Time/ 10:00~11:00
●Place/ Tosa city Usa Town (meet there•break up
there)
●Participants/ 10 (contact us in case of larger
groups)
●Minimum participants/ 4
●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of
the day before

30

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Let’s start walking tour with a guide. Walk,
eat and shop…As you will be with a guide
who knows local place, you will enjoy a
walking for one hour. We would like you to
interested in Usa and come again.

Start the tour
by the guide of
the local person.
Try famous sweets
in old confectionary.

|START

❶ Usa Monya

Visit factory of dried
bonito.

Introduction and start of the tour.

Try local ice cream
in Usa

❷ Kitadai confectionary

Pass through harbor,
and go to the Saturday
market(shopping)
small brunch

❹ Yoshinaga dried bonito store ❸ Kawano store

Usa Monya
It is 104 years to the day since this
confectionary was established. Try the
famous sweet, called pearl bean-jam wafer.

❽ Saturday market in Usa

See people working and look around
the factory. Try some dried bonito.

❺ Nishimura meat shop

Fried chicken is so amazing!
The shop owner is from
Okinawa and very friendly.

This store is not known
even by some local people.
Try local ice cream.

Sushi of
round herring

❾ Small

brunch
※image phote

Plenty of merchandise to see.

❻ Ice cream in Kawasaki

|

GOAL

fish ball soup of
round herring

❼ Harbor

View grand Pacific Ocean
and the horizon! Walk
around harbor.

Finally, you will reach
Saturday market. There are
so many local foods, such
as dried fish, sushi and
fresh sea food. You will
have free time, and buy
some foods.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/Oyv4c

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Tour of Tsukasabotan sake brewery

Visit sake brewery of Tsukasabotan

¥1,500

per person(without tax)

•30 minutes •Advance Order Necessary

Tsukasabotan is a sake brewer operating from a
historical building. It is 400 years since this
brewer was established, and it has deep affinity
with Ryoma Sakamoto. Established in late Edo
period, the length of the building is 90 meters and
is a remarkable whitewashed building. Enjoy the
tour and try a glass of sake.

M-04

60

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/BMHU8

●Operating days/ weekdays (Tuesday to Friday)
●Time/ 10:00~11:30, 14:00~16:00 ●In rainy weather/ no postponement for
light rain. Cancel for thunderstorm and severe rain
●Place/ Tukasabotan brewery
●Participants/ 20 ●Minimum participants/ 2
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age(restrict sample sake to people over
20 years of age)
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before

Tour of Mutemuka brewery
famous for Dabada Hiburi sake

Last local sake brewery established in 1893.

¥1,500

per person(without tax)
[mini bottle of Dabada included]

M-05

90

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

Chestnut shochu, called Dabada Hiburi is genuine sake the
made from chestnuts (local specialty). Moreover, name
Dabada Hiburi comes from two traditional words in Shimanto
river. A gathering place is called “Daba” in Shimanto, and the
traditional fishing method using fire is called “Hiburi.”
Therefore, the sake is called Dabada Hiburi.
●Operating days/ all year (except Saturday and Sunday,
Year-end and New Year holiday) We prepare chestnuts until
July
●Place/ Shimanto city Taisho
●Number of participants/ 4~40 (contact us in case of larger
groups)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/38KDm

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience farming tomatoes at

“tomato no mura (village of tomato)”

U-14

watch
a short movie

Eat fresh tomatoes as much as you like! Pick as many as you want!

¥2,000

per person(without tax)
[farming experience・tomatoes included]

40

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

Kochi is famous as one of the largest tomato industries in the world. These
tomatoes are grown by using hydroponics, and they contain abundant
nutrition. These tomatoes are so juicy and tasty. Enjoy faming experience.
●Starting time/ at 10:00
●Operating period/ April• May• June (except Sunday)
●Number of participants/ 8~40 (contact us in case of larger groups)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●Place/ Kochi city Haruno
●The deadline for reservation/ 2 weeks before on that day
※You can pick and eat tomatoes as much as you want. However, you can
take home only 5 tomatoes. ※We have a parking area for bus (Please let us
know when you make a reservation.) ※We only have simple toilet. ※Your
clothes may get stained with juice of tomatoes, so please avoid wearing
white clothes. Gloves are provided.

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/2nBgo

Foot Path and farming experience of
sweet sugar tomatoes

Take a walk and enjoy nature.

¥2,300

•1 hour •Advance Order Necessary

U-15

50

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax) [guide included]

Hidaka village is a short drive from Kochi city. After a walk with the
guide, you will experience farming for sugar tomatoes. Foot Path
means that you walk on the path and enjoy the view of the
mountains and rural area.
●Meeting place/ station at Hidaka village ●Starting time/ at 10:30
●Operating period/ December to May ●Number of participants/
2~40 (contact us in case of larger groups) ●Qualifying age/ over
primary school age ●Place/ Takaoka Hidaka village ●The deadline
for reservation/ a week before for group three days before for
individual ※This tour includes foot path and farming experience. (We
don’t accept for only farming experience.) ※This tour is held in
December to May which are producing seasons for sugar tomatoes.
※During foot path, you can do bird watching in January, February and
March. We have parking available at the meeting place.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/13Nnw

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience the rice harvest at
Mr. Wada’s house in Tosa Town

Enjoy local lunch under the blue sky.

¥2,800

•4 hours •Advance Order Necessary

U-16

90

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax)
[50 kg of rice (sent separately ※postage separate) and lunch included]

Rice grown by Mr. Wada is good for health and environmentally friendly.
Experience rice reaping in a great rice field. Moreover, you can enjoy the lunch
made by Mr. Wada’s wife. You will receive rice after you return home, and you can
also enjoy this rice at your home.
●Operating period/ from second week of October to end of
November ●Time/ 10:00~14:00 ●Place/ Mr. Wada’s rice field in
Tosa city (meet there• break up there) ●Participants/ 10 (contact
us in case of larger groups) ●Minimum number of participants/
4 ●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
※Lunch is an additional ¥600 per person.
※For those who do not wish to reap rice, we can also provide a
local cuisine class so please contact us for further information.

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶

https://goo.gl/maps/Mznst

Experience picking tomatoes at
Mr. Wada’s house

Local lunch in Kochi included

¥2,800

•4 hours •Advance Order Necessary

U-17

90

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax)
[1 kg of tomatoes and lunch included]

Mr. Wada’s tomatoes are sweet and tasty, and are famous in Kochi. These
tomatoes are grown by using less chemical fertilizer so are good for health.
You can bring up to 1 kg at tomatoes home. After picking tomatoes, you can
enjoy lunch made by Mr. Wada’s wife under the blue sky. Make your Kochi visit
memorable with this tour!
●Operating period/ from the end of July to the end of October ●Time/
10:00~14:00 ●Place/ Mr. Wada’s rice field in Tosa city (meet there• break up there)
●Participants/ 10 (contact us in case of larger groups) ●Minimum participants/ 4
●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
※Lunch is an additional ¥600 per person.
※For those who do not wish to pick tomatoes, we can also provide a local cuisine
class so please contact us for further information.

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶

https://goo.gl/maps/Mznst

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience picking edible wild plants
and making local food platter
Local dishes taught by traditional cuisine expert in Tosa

¥2,300

¥1,800

per person
for child (school children)
(without tax)
(without tax)
[experience fee • lecture fee • lunch included]
•2 hours

U-18

watch
a short movie

40

•Advance Order Necessary

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/uSOS3

In a hidden and out-of-the-way spot deep in the mountain, there
is a clean river which flows in to the Kagami river. The wild
cherries are so beautiful in spring, and children enjoy swimming
in the river in summer. This is a place where local people gather
for summer respite. Moreover, autumn leaves turn red in autumn,
and there is a snowy landscape in winter. You can enjoy
seasonal scenery. Let’s try picking edible wild plants and
making local platter in such a wonderful place.

Finish decorating platter with freshly made tempura and local sushi.

●Operating period/ all year (except Monday• Thursday• Friday )
●Number of participants/ 3~20 (contact us in case of larger groups)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age ●The deadline for
reservation/ 15:00 of the day before
●Place/ Kochi city Kagami
※There is a mountain path which is not passable by large sized cars.
(note1) Children, have half size of Tsugani (crab) noodles.

Local specialty, Tugani noodles.

❶

Picking edible wild plants in the field.
There are so many kinds of plants, you
can enjoy picking them.

❷

Make tempura, with the freshly
picked plants.

❸

❹

Make local sushi by using local
ingredients.

Enjoy lunch time with local
specialty, Tugani noodles and
local platter.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901

registration travel industry of Kochi prefectural governor No.2-105
Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Experience making local sushi

Experience making local sushi

¥1,900

50

U-19

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Ino Town Fureai no Sato Yanagino

per person(without tax) [ingredients included]

Get Directions

•30 minutes •Advance Bookings Necessary

Enjoy making local sushi by using seasonal foods from the
mountain such as shiitake mushrooms, bamboo shoots and konjak
in Yanagino.

Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/BKqUP

●Operating period/ all year ●Except/ Tuesday• Friday• Year-end and New Year holidays ●Time/ contact us
●Place/ Ino city Fureai no Sato Yanagino (meet there• break up there) (We meet at the public hall in Yanagino for larger groups.)
●Participants/ up to 30 ●Minimum participants/ 4 ●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before ●Qualifying age/ over primary school age

Experience making soba

Use buckwheat ground by water wheel

¥2,800

50

U-20

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Ino Town Fureai no Sato Yanagino

per person(without tax) [ingredients included]

Get Directions

•1 hour •Advance Bookings Necessary

Water wheels were in use in Yanagino over 300 years ago however very
few exist today. On this tour you can see a newly built water wheel and
the making of buckwheat noodles. Yanagino soba is famous for its nice
aroma. You can enjoy the aroma and texture of soba.

Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/BKqUP

●Operating period/ all year ●Except/ Tuesday• Friday• Year-end and New Year holidays ●Time/ contact us
●Place/ Ino city Fureai no Sato Yanagino (meet there• break up there) (We meet at the public hall in Yanagino for groups over 30.)
●Participants/ up to 30 ●Minimum participants/ 4 ●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before ●Qualifying age/ over primary school age

Experience making flower charcoal

Use nuts collected from the mountain in Ino.

¥1,800

50

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Ino Town Fureai no Sato Yanagino

per person(without tax) [ingredients included]

Get Directions

•20 minutes •Advance Bookings Necessary

Flower charcoal is made from nuts, flower and fruit, and is an attractive interior
decoration. Charcoal has the effect of deodorization, bacteria elimination and
negative ion. Moreover, you can arrange them as you like, so they make an
attractive souvenir.

Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/BKqUP

●Operating period/ all year ●Except/ Tuesday• Friday• Year-end and New Year holidays ●Time/ contact us
●Place/ Ino city Fureai no Sato Yanagino (meet there• break up there) (We meet at the public hall in Yanagino for groups over 30.)
●Participants/ up to 30 ●Minimum participants/ 4 ●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before ●Qualifying age/ over primary school age

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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I-01

Power spot and experience
Sutra writing with monk at Chikurin temple
31st Fudasho of the Shikoku 88 sacred places

¥2,500

per person(without tax)

•1 hour and 50 minutes •Advance Bookings Necessary

I-02

20

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

The garden of Chikurin temple is one of the famous beautiful
gardens in Kochi. You can try Sutra writing while looking out over
the beautify garden. After Sutra writing, you can enjoy the view of
the garden with green tea and sweets, and enjoy the blissful feeling.
After that, monks will guide you to the main temple while you enjoy
the seasonal view. At the main temple, you will read sutras with
monks and make dedications to Buddha. You can enjoy this unique
and experience at this power spot.
●Operating period/ all year (We cannot hold tour due to Temple events.)
●Time/ within 10:00~16:00
●Place/ Kochi city Chikurin Temple (meet there• break up there) (We meet
at the public hall in Yanagino for groups over 30.)
●participants/ 40 (contact us in case of group tour)
●Minimum participants/ 2
●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 18:00 of the day before (contact us in
case of group tour)

Program details

●Sutra writing
●dedication of Sutra to Buddha

What is Chikurin Temple?
This is one of the best and historical temples (300 years old)
in Kochi. Only this temple among the Shikoku 88 sacred
places is dedicated to Monju Bosatsu. This Buddha is the
oldest in Japan, and famous as wisdom Buddha. There are
some power spots here.

●petit tea time while looking at nice view of the garden
●guide by monks around Chikurin Temple (power spot)

You will be calm
down and put your
feeling…

写経を体験

Experience of Sutra copying

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶

https://goo.gl/maps/NePD9

パワースポットを散策
Take a walk in the power spot.

Dedicate Sutra and read
Heart Sutra.

When you do the Sutra copying…
Look out over seasonal scenery of the
garden, and listen to stories about
Chikurin Temple.

You walk around the
power spot with monk.

The healing power is drawn out and your
heart and body will be relax.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901

registration travel industry of Kochi prefectural governor No.2-105
Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Play with dolphins and try local Muroto
cuisine “Alfonsino bowl”

Get Directions

Cute dolphins are waiting for you!

•lunch included •Advance Bookings Necessary

watch
a short movie

90

Google Road Map

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Let’s play with dolphins in the blue sea and under the clear blue sky!
Be impressed by this activity that you cannot experience in daily life. Moreover,
after playing with dolphins, you can enjoy the local food, “Alfosino bowl”!

Dolphin center

ryotei KAGETSU

https://goo.gl/maps/vNLk3 https://goo.gl/maps/ltyMA

Dolphin trainer course
¥4,300
per person(without tax)

Through the instruction by staff, you will learn the structure of a dolphins’
body, and you will feed them. You can experience what it’s like to be a trainer.
●Required time/ about 15 minutes ●Operation period/ all year
●Participants/ 80 ●Minimum participants/ 2~
●Place/ Muroto dolphin center ●Qualifying age/ over 5 years old
●The deadline for reservation/ 15:00 of the day before

Swim with dolphins
¥9,900
¥6,900
for adult (without tax)
(over junior high school age)

for child (without tax)
(over 4 years old)

Experience free swimming with dolphins without having to use food. Wearing a
wet suit you will enter the ocean world of the dolphin. You will share time with
dolphins, and through playing, you will become their friend. Trainers also
accompany you so there’s no need to worry about your swimming skills.
●Required time/ about 40 minutes ●Operation period/ all year
●Participants/ 8 ●Minimum participants/ 2~
●Place/ Muroto dolphin center ●Qualifying age/ over 4 years old
●The deadline for reservation/ 15:00 of the day before

About Alfosino bowl for lunch
Served at the restaurant “Kagetsu”, this lunch consists of Teriyaki of
alfonsino and seasonal sashimi on top of rice. This is a gorgeous donburi!
※Please be aware of your dolphin experience time when making a booking.
※For school children who do not like fish, they can change to kids-plate for
the same price as donburi. (advance reservation required)
※(5 minutes from the dolphin center)

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Pat the animals at
a working farm near the city
Brunch included

¥900

•1 hour and 30 minutes course •Advance Bookings Necessary

for adult (when accompanying a child)
(without tax)

Just a 15minute drive from the
city is a stock farm surrounded
by nature. Okazaki farm is the
first place where mountain dairy
started in Japan.

¥2,200

for child (over 4 years old)
(without tax)

I-05

watch
a short movie

15

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

[experience fee, brunch included]

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/X3zOW

●Operating period/ all year (We cannot hold tour in Year-end
and New Year holidays, Sunday and Tuesday.) ※Brunch will
change to cake set in December.
●Starting time/ at 10:30
●Participants/ 2~20 (contact us in case of larger groups)
●Qualifying age/ over 4 years old
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before
●Place/ Kochi city
※We will hold in rainy weather. However, we will cancel in heavy
rain.
※Please adhere to the instructions of staff.
※We are sorry that we can not accommodate allergies for the
brunch menu. If you have any food allergy, please let us know in
advance. We are unable to change to another menu for people
with allergies. We ask for your understanding with the matter.
※For adults not accompanying children, the price will be ¥2,300
per adult (without tax).
※For feeding the animals, we prepare one bottle for 2 persons.
There may be changes for larger groups.

Example of owner’s
selected brunch menu

●bread ●salad ●pudding ●milk
●homemade butter ●boiled egg

Program details
●Hear a short introduction by Mr. Kashima, and
learn about cows.
●Feed milk to the cows in the cowshed. (One
bottle per one family. We change the number of
bottles for number of children.)
●Visit the cowshed and feed the animals.
●Make butter from milk for brunch enjoyed outside.
●Enjoy brunch with freshly made butter, vegetables and milk which are made on
site at Okazaki farm, and boiled egg of Tosajiro. Dessert made from milk is also
included.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.

(Inc.) Jyoseikan [ Tosakoi tour ] TEL/ 088-875-0111
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Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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Experience making moss plant ball

Follow the boom of moss plant ball and make them by yourself

arrangement menu：sponsor/
Ino Town sightseeing cooperation

•30 minutes course •lecture included •reception at any time

¥1,800

I-06

at Jyoseikan
We only accept reservation from
customers who stay at Jyoseikan.

per person(without tax)
With additional plant. ¥2,300(without tax)

An expert moss plant ball teacher will carefully
instruct you on how to create your own original
moss plant ball. You can take them home, so they
will become a beautiful reminder of your visit.
●Operating period/ all year
●Place/ Jyoseikan
●Participants/ 2~100 (Please contact us in case of
larger groups.)
●The deadline for reservation/ reception at any
time
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
※For customer, please tell us your preferred date,
number of people and preferred time.
With additional plant

Class for newspaper bag making

I-07

Let’s make eco-friendly bag from old newspapers.

•30 minutes course •lecture included •reception at any time

¥1,000

at Jyoseikan

per person(without tax) [one drink included]

This is a unique idea to make bags by using
newspapers. An instructor will teach you kindly
how to make it. You will be fashionable!

●Operating period/ all year
●Place/ Jyoseikan
●Minimum participants/ 1
●The deadline for reservation/ 18:00 of the day
※Price includes lecture, equipment and drink.
※When staff are not available, we are unable to hold
the event.)

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience weaving

Let’s make your own original work.

¥1,800

40

I-08

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

•2 hours and 30 minutes course •Advance Bookings Necessary
arrangement menu：sponsor/ Tosa Washi paper handicraft village

per person(without tax) [lecturer included]

Get Directions

An original old house has been renovated to create a studio for making
textiles. Located on a hill in Tosa washi paper handicraft village, you can
view Niyodo river from the deck. Make your original work there!

Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/NNFww

●Operating period/ all year ●Day off/ Wednesday ●Time/ 9:00~ enquiry required ●Time required/ for 20cm square cloth (30 minutes~) for
muffler (2 hour ~) ●Place/ Ino Town Tosa Washi paper handicraft village Kuraudo (meet there• break up there)
●Participants/ 8 (For more than 8, you can participate by taking turns.) ●Minimum participants/ 1
●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.) ●The deadline for reservation/ that day ●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●Price/ (decoration cloth for table) ¥1,800 / (muffler 120cm) ¥6,400 / (place mat 30cm×2pieces) ¥3,400

Experience dyeing with vegetables

Find your only original work.

¥1,400

40

I-09

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

•2 hours and 30 minutes course •Advance Bookings Necessary

per person(without tax) [lecture included]

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Tosa Washi paper handicraft village

We prepare six kinds of stoles. The price will depend on materials and size.

Get Directions

An original old house has been renovated to create a studio for making
textiles. Located on a hill in Tosa Japanese paper handicraft village, you
can view Niyodo river from the deck. While dyeing cloth with vegetables,
you can also take a walk, and try handmade paper and weaving.

Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/NNFww

●Operating period/ all year ●Day off/ Wednesday ●Time/ 9:00~ enquiry required ●Place/ Ino Town Tosa Washi paper handicraft village
Kuraudo (meet there• break up there) ●Fixed number/ 15 (When the number is more than 15, please contact us.)
●Minimum participants/ 2 ●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.) ●The deadline for reservation/ 3 days before
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age ※It takes time to dye. You can take other classes during this time.

Experience making basket plate

Let’s make Tosa Washi paper plate.

¥1,900

20

I-10

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

•2 hours course •Advance Bookings Necessary

per person(without tax) [lecturer included]

Get Directions

Ino city is famous for its Tosa Washi paper. It has been developing many
kinds of variations since long ago, it has become famous through
modernization and export. In this course, you will create your original
plate by decorating and pasting with Tosa Washi papers.

Google Road Map ▶
https://
goo.gl/maps/JeGCL

●Operating period/ all year ●Day off/ Wednesday• Thursday ●Time/ 11:00~17:00 ●Place/ Ino Town Soboku Souryuu Sya (meet there• break up
there) (We will do school visit for the group. enquiry required) ●The fixed number/ 10 (Please let us know, if you are group tour.)
●Minimum number of participants/ 1 ●Attendants/ No (Staff will manage there.) ●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before
●Qualifying age: over primary school age ※available for school visit

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience of pilgrimage

I-11

Let’s go on a pilgrimage! Walk from 28th Fudasho (Sacred temples on a pilgrimage),
Dainitiji to 29th Fudasho, Kokubunji Temple.
Get Directions
•3~4 hours course •Advance Bookings Necessary

¥3,300

Google Road Map

This activity is good for people who want to go on a
pilgrimage but do not know the procedure for worship. You
will take a short lecture about worship, and we also prepare
pilgrimage uniform by free. Do not hesitate to visit temples.
Let’s try going on a pilgrimage.

https://goo.gl/maps/dYJN1

●Participants/ 2~maximum 30
●The deadline for reservation/ 2 days before
●Excluded day/ December 27th to January 3rd• June to the end of
September
※We accept any time until March next year. After March, enquiries
will be required. ※The costs will change for group tourist using bus.
※We suggest you wearing clothes that are easy to move in. We
would like you to bring walking shoes or sneakers.
※We also suggest you bringing hats and towels to shade your face
from the sun.

Meet at 29th Fudasho of Kokubunji
Temple in Nangoku city. You will
take a taxi and go to the departure
place, Dainitiji Temple.

❺

Start again! After pass through the
break place, it is just a little bit
more to the goal.

You will change into the uniform.
After that, take a lecture, and try
worship and recite a sutra.

❻

Free rental
for pilgrimage uniforms

You can find
signboard at the
road like this.

[details about program]
Jyoseikan ➡ [ move to next destination with your own funds ] ➡
Kokubunji Temple ➡ [ taxi ] ➡ Dainitiji Temple ➡ go on a pilgrimage ➡
take a walk ➡ Kokubunhi Tebple (be completed)

❷

30

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax)
[taxi fare from Kokubunji Temple to Dainitiji Temple included]

❶

watch
a short movie

The meaning of “同行二人
(walk together)” is that we
imagine walking with Kobo
Daishi.

❸

❹

Finally, you will start! You take a
walk at “pilgrimage road”.

You will take a short break. Please
rest your body there. You can
enjoy famous sweets, “Henroishi
manju”.

Arrive at Kokubunji Temple!

❼

You will also do worship and
recite a sutra there.
You can do sigh your name at
the shrine office.

It will take about 3 hours, 10
kilometers. We are almost there!

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Exploration Saruta cave

S-01
arrangement menu：sponsor/
Hidaka village Shokokai

Let’s go for eco-friendly tour in Niyodo river. ~fascinating cave tour~
•2 hours course •instructor included •Advance Bookings Necessary

¥3,400

per person
(without tax)

[

admission fee for local industry museum•
full caving outfits・guide charges

]

We only accept reservation from
customers who stay at Jyoseikan.

60

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Once upon a time Ninja were training at this cave, and discovery of this cave
precedes that of Ryugado (one of the caves in Kochi). You can experience the
dark, and there are many highlights, such as mysterious spring. This is the
kind of experience you can’t have in the city.
●Operating period/ all year ●Time/ Enquiries are required.
●Meeting place/ at Hidaka village vegetable store sunsun market
●Participants/ 10 (Please let us know, there is more than 10 people.) ●Minimum
participants/ 4 ●Attendants/ No(Staff will manage there.)
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before ●Terms for participation/
People who is over primary school age and have confidence in physical strength
and are brave. ※We might cancel the tour in case of bad weather.

[course]●You go to the meeting place by your car and sign in at the reception desk. -> ●You move
to the local industry museum in front of the Saruta cave. (On the way to the museum, you will take
guidance and guide by the radio.)->●You visit to the local museum, and look at farm tools and
instruments.->●After warming up and explanation of caution, you explore the cave finally! (time of
exploration / about one hour) ※It takes about 2 hours. There are steep ladder and ascent at the
second half. We might turn back according by participants’ strength and conditions.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/8c1tx

Visit Hongawa
hydroelectric power station

This is the biggest hydroelectric power station in Shikoku.
•1 hour course •guide included •Advance Bookings Necessary

¥300

per person(without tax)
[handling charge included]

S-02

100

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

We only accept reservation from
customers who stay at Jyoseikan.

You will go to the power station which is located 300
meters underground by bus, and you can visit to the site.
You will watch video, view model diorama and display
panel, and learn about the biggest hydroelectric power
station in Shikoku.
●Operating period/ all year
●Time/ Enquiries are required.
●Place/ Ino Town Hongawa (meet there• break up there)
●Participants/ Any number of people.
●The deadline for reservation/ a week before (We suggest
you make reservation during peak season which is after
October in Autumn for the autumn leaves.)
●Qualifying age/ over primary school age

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/J2Tbo

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Experience paddling
a canoe in Shimanto

S-03
arrangement menu：sponsor/
West Tosa Shimanto sightseeing company

watch
a short movie

Let’s paddle a canoe in Shimanto river.

130

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

•Advance Bookings Necessary
We cater to beginners. You can enjoy canoe
touring even if it’s your first time.
●Operating period/ from April to October
●Location/ Shimanto city Mochii canoe house
●Participants/ 30 (Please contact us in advance
when your party is more than 30.)
●Required time/ 2 hours and half for half day
course
●The deadline for reservation/ 16:00 of the day
before
※The event might be canceled or time and course
may be changed due to weather.
※You can take a shower after canoeing.

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶

https://goo.gl/maps/U5GDe

one day course
¥7,408

short touring

•Instructor included

per person
(without tax)

[equipment included]

a half day course
¥5,278
per person
(without tax)

[equipment included]

This is a 8 kilometer canoe tour.
Practice during the morning, and
then go for tour in the afternoon.
You will paddle a canoe from the
canoe house to the famous bridge
among rocks.

This is a 4 kilometer canoe tour.
You will paddle a canoe from the
canoe house to Ajiro campsite. It
does not take time, so you will be
able to do freely.

time schedule

time schedule

8:30~9:30
10:00~12:00
12:00~13:30
13:30~16:00

8:30~9:30
10:00~12:00

reception
practice on land • practice on the water
lunch break
going downstream for 8 kilometers

•Instructor included

reception
practice on land • practice on the water
going downstream for 4 kilometers

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Canoeing in Niyodo river
Let’s paddle downstream in the beautiful river!

S-04

40

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

arrangement menu：sponsor/ Tosa Washi paper Kougei Mura

•Advance Bookings Necessary
We hold the canoe school in Niyodo river which is
the cleanest river in Japan. Paddle a canoe where
a movie was filmed. Take a lecture about
canoeing and enjoy to paddling canoe. From
beginners to experts, everyone can enjoy. For one
day course, you will go downstream leisurely on a
beautiful route.
We choose the best route by considering the
water level. After you finish the touring, you will be
able to relax in the spa.

Get Directions
Google Road Map ▶

https://goo.gl/maps/NUqEA

one day course
•Instructor included
per person(without tax)

¥11,112
¥10,186

for adult
for child
(school children)

charge
[ equipment•lunch•bathing
]
included
●Operating period/ from May to October
●Time/ 9:30~15:30 (6hours ※break time included)
●Location/ Ino city Tosa Washi Kogei-mura QRAUD
(meet there• break up there)
●Paticipants/ 30
●Minimum number of participants/ 2
●The deadline for reservation/ the day before
●Qualifying age/ over 4th grade school children.
(For kids who are under 4th grade, please take Canadian canoe
for two-seater.)
※You can change curry and rice to the BBQ if you pay ¥1,500 for
adult and ¥1,000 for child separately.

a half day course
•Instructor included

per person(without tax)

¥5,093
¥4,167

for adult
for child
(school children)

[equipment•bathing charge included]

●Operating period/ from May to October
●Time/
for morning course 9:30~12:00•for afternoon course 13:30~15:30
●Location/ Ino city Tosa Washi Kogei-mura QRAUD
(meet there• break up there)
●Paticipants/ 30
●Minimum number of participants/ 2
●The deadline for reservation/ the day before
●Qualifying age/ over 4th grade school children.
(For kids who are under 4th grade, please take Canadian canoe
for two-seater.)
The event might be canceled suddenly due to flooding or lightning strike.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Houseboat on the Niyodo river
The cleanest river in Japan

•Advance Bookings Necessary

for person
(without tax)

¥926

40

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

arrangement menu：sponsor/ (Inc.) Houseboat Niyodo river

¥1,852

S-05

for child (under school children)
(without tax)

※free for a guardian We charge ¥1,000 for second person. ※It costs ¥19,000 (one hour) for reservation charge by 10 people.

The sightseeing boat operates 5 times a day, and takes
about 50 minutes for one round trip from boarding
point to the bridge. There are blue skies and
mountains, so you can please relax and enjoy nature in
a wonderful place.

Timetable for
the sightseeing boat
●The first boat/ 10:00~
●The second boat/ 11:30~
●The third boat/ 13:00~
●The fourth boat/ 14:30~
●The last boat/ 16:00~

●Operating period/ all year ●Closed/ no holiday
●Time/ 10:00~17:00
●The place/
209-1 Motomura Hidaka Ville (meet there• break up there)
●Required time/ 50 minutes ●Participants/ 10
●The deadline for reservation/ 17:00 of the day before
(note1) There are limited numbers, so we suggest you call
us for reservation.
(note2) We appreciate your understanding that the activity
might be canceled due to bad weather or condition of river.
(note3) The boat leaves on time. We would like you to finish
signing in at the reception 10 minutes before boarding.
(note4) The event might be canceled on the day due to
discharge from the dam.

※We accept reservation for
only 17:00~19:00 in July
and August.

We also follow the above
timetable for group reservation.

Get Directions

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/KCdv1

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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You will be excited!
Let’s try rafting.

S-06
arrangement menu：sponsor/
FOREST & WATER

A world renowned rafting spot in Yoshino river.

watch
a short movie

•Advance Bookings Necessary

70

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

Yoshino river is the best river for rafting and many rafting lovers gather
here. You can experience on “Koboke” the most rapid current spot
and “Oboke”. You will be thrilled and excited by rafting for sure!
Through rafting, you can deepen the bonds between your family and
friends.

a half day course

¥5,556~

per person
(without tax)

●Operating period/ from April to September ●Required time/ 3 hours
●Passengers/ 2~ ●Qualifying age/ over junior high school students
●The deadline for reservation/ 1day before ●The place/ Otoyo-cho

family course

¥6,482~

for adult (without tax)

¥4,630~

Get Directions

for child (without tax)

Google Road Map ▶

●Operating period/ from April to September ●Required time/ 3 hours
●Passengers/ 2~ ●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●The deadline for reservation/ 1day before ●The place/ Otoyo-cho

https://
goo.gl/maps/4WsCF

Fishing in Usa
2 hour or half day course

Enjoy fishing inside the bay.

¥2,000

S-07

•Advance Bookings Necessary

30

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

per person(without tax)
[fishing rod for rental・bait・device included]

You can catch many unusual fish depending on the season.
Everyone can enjoy fishing!
●Operating period/ all year ●Required time/ 2 hours or half day (The
fishing will last about 2 hours.) ●Passengers/ 2~10 (Please contact us when
your party is more than 10.) ●Qualifying age/ over primary school age
●Location/ Tosa city Usa-cho Usa
●The deadline for reservation/ available on that day (However, we cannot
accept reservation when there is no spare fishing rod for rental.)

Get Directions

●You go to the fishing shop and rent fishing rods there
●Shop staff guide you to the famous spot for fishing.
●You can enjoy fishing as you like until closing time, 16:00.
●For children, please wear life jackets.
※Please bring cooler box and ice pack or buy there on the day. (box of Styrofoam with
ice ¥1,000)
※Reservation is available on that day. (only when there are spare fishing rods.)

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/nmg6W

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Walking at the famous
Japanese mountain Kamegamori.
One day trip to enjoy walking, eating and Hot Spring!
•4 hours course •Advance Bookings Necessary

¥9,800

per person (without tax)
[bus fare • guide charge・lunch・bath charge included]

watch
a short movie

S-08

150

about
min
by car from Jyoseikan

r. Feel free to call us!
We can plan any walking tou rmediate)
inte
(from beginner to inte

●Meeting place/ Jyoseikan
●Participants/ 20
●Minimum participants/ 15

An example of tour route

UFO line

1 Mountain climbing course

in Higashikuromori (for beginner)

This is for beginner course. Autumn leaves
on the top of the mountain fall in
November. However, you may see
crystalline hoarfrost.

spring: Azalea

2 UFO line walking course

You can walk along a paved road. Men
and women of all ages can participate in
this course.
autumn: red leaves

Walking in the one of the
300 famous mountains of Japan, Higashikuromori

Schedule
7:30
8:10
9:10

meet at Jyoseikan
Tosa Washi Kogei-mura
leave Michi-no-Eki “Konoka” (60 min. by bus)

ARUKU (Walk)

Take a walk looking at the panoramic view. There are two kinds of courses.
Please tell us which course you would like to take when you call us.

1 Mountain climbing course

in Higashikuromori
10:00 begin mountain climbing
(about 70 minutes)

11:20

arrive at
Jinengo no Kashira and board bus

2 UFO line walking course
10:10 walking (about 60 minutes)
12:20

11:20

board bus
around headwaters monument

TABERU (Eat)

Ichinotani Yakata
Let’s enjoy Tofu Kaiseki
sitting around the fire.
Homemade Tofu is made with
headwaters of Yoshino river.

arrive at Ichinotani Yakata
lunch / Tofu Kaiseki

14:00
14:10
15:10
15:50

leave Ichinotani Yakata
go to Konoka Hot Spring
leave Michi-no-Eki Konoka
Michi-no-Eki “Musasabi no Sato”
(restroom break, about 15 minutes)

16:05

leave Michi-no-Eki
“Musasabi no Sato”

17:10

arrive at Jyoseikan

Enjoy this relaxed space.

Get Directions

ONSEN (Hot Spring)

Konoka Hot Spring
You can relax in this
popular hot spring where
many tourists visit from
afar.

Google Road Map

https://goo.gl/maps/kEavs

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Custom-made plan of Tosa

I-12

Leave everything up to us! The concierge will guide you. Enjoy a perfect tour of Kochi.
•Advance Bookings Necessary

watch
a short movie

Allow one of our professional travel consultants design a tailor-made itinerary just for you and guide you on this tour!
●Operating period/ all year
●Participants/ 8
●Minimum participants/ 2~
●Qualifyng age/ over junior high school students
●The deadline for reservation/ 3 weeks before
●Place/ Jyoseikan
●Cost/ Estimated in accordance with tour content.

Ex. for 2 days plan

We recommend this program for…
●People who want an interactive experience.
●People who want to make memories with their special person.
●People who want to travel to local places, that are off the beaten track.
●People who want to make the most of their time here.

¥80,000~ / for 3 days plan ¥100,000~

※carfare・lunch included ※The costs for hotel charge and travel to Kochi are not included. ※This program is only for guests of Jyoseikan.

One day, Ms. Uchida and her friends came from Tokyo.

They wanted to enjoy Shimanto river to the fullest.
❶

❷

❸

We arranged private taxi and
start sightseeing.

We went shopping at Taisyo market.

We moved to Michi-no-Eki “Nabura Tosa Saga”, and had
shopping time again! There were so many unusual things.

❹

❺

❻

We had eel for lunch at nice location
“Shimantoya”.
We could view the Shimanto river
from there.

This is a bowl of eel and rice. These eels We went to where the movie was
were caught in Shimanto river. The
filmed.
texture is so soft and so tasty. We really
liked it.

❽

❾

We had tea time at the café in
Michi-no-Eki “Towa”. We looked at
Shimanto, and enjoyed chatting.

❼

We crossed a bridge which is longest
among 47 bridges designed to be
underwater during a flood. It was a
sunny day, and we enjoyed talking
about Shimanto.

Message from concierge
We all have our own thoughts
and stories for travel. Allow us to
listen to your thoughts and we
can take care of everything to
make your visit a most
memorable one.

We went to see the city sights by a tram at the
end of the trip. We went to the Kochi Castle,
Sunday market and Hirome market.

If you have any enquiries or to reserve, please feel free to call us.
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Standard Form Travel Agent Contract
(General Terms and Conditions)
Chapter 1 - General Provisions

Article 1. - Scope of Application
01.01. The Contract of our Company (hereinafter to be
referred to as "We," "Us," or "Our" as the case may be)
concerning the Subscription Type Package Tour
(hereinafter referred to as the "Package Tour") to be
concluded with the Traveler, shall be based on this
Contract under the following terms and conditions. In the
case that any matter not stipulated in this Contract arises,
ordinance or generally established practice shall be
applied.
01.02. In cases where we conclude a Special Contract
with the Traveler in writing, neither in violation of the
relevant law, nor harming the interests of the Traveler, such
a Special Contract shall be given priority, notwithstanding
the provision of the preceding Paragraph 01.01.
Article 2. - Definition of Terminology
02.01. The " Package Tour" shall mean, in this Contract,
such Tours as those for which we prepare beforehand,
travel plans including itineraries, destinations, forms
oftransport and contents of accommodation service to be
offered to Travelers, as well as the amount of the Tour Price
payable to us by the Traveler, which shall be implemented
as planned.
02.02. In this Contract, the "Inland Trip" shall refer to trips
planned with travel within Japan only, and the "Overseas
Trip" shall mean those trips other than inland trips.
02.03. In this Section, the "Communication Contract"
shall refer to the Package Tour Contract, concluded for our
Package Tour with the card member of our Company, or
the credit card company (hereinafter referred to as the
"Affiliated Company") affiliated with the company
marketing the Package Tour on our behalf, by subscription
through telephone, mail, facsimile, or other means of
communication. This is subject to receiving prior consent
from the Traveler, regarding settlement of the credit
obligation or liability held by us, such as the Tour Price,
etc., under the Package Tour Contract, on and after the due
date of such obligation or liability according to card
membership rules as provided separately by the Affiliated
Company. This is also subject to payment of the Tour Price,
etc. payable under the aforementioned Package Tour
Contract, as specified by the method in 12.02, the latter
Paragraph of 16.01, and 19.02 hereunder.
02.04. In this Section, the "Electronically Consented
Notice" shall refer to the notice issued in acceptance of the
subscription for the Contract. The issuance is conducted by
means of transmission, through methods utilizing
information-communication technologies, via
telecommunication lines connecting the computer,
facsimile, telex or telephone (hereinafter referred to as the
"Electronic Computer, etc."), as used by us, or the company
marketing the Package Tour on our behalf, with the
Electronic Computer, etc. used by the Traveler.
02.05. In this Contract, the "Date Card Used" shall refer to
the date when the Traveler or our Company becomes
obligated to pay the Tour Price, etc. or when refundable
liability is implemented under the Package Tour Contract.
Article 3. - Contents of Tour Contract
03.01. We undertake the organization of arrangements
and administration of itineraries under the Package Tour
Contract, such that the Traveler may be provided with
transport, transport and accommodation as offered by
accommodation facilities, and other services concerning
the Tour (hereinafter referred to as the "Tour Service").
Article 4. - Business Agent
04.01. We reserve the right to engage other travel
agents, professional organizers and arrangers, or other
helpers in or outside Japan, in having them make
arrangements in whole, or in part on our behalf, for the
execution of the Package Tour Contract.

Chapter 2 - Conclusion of Contract

Article 5. - Subscription for the Tour Contract

(In Case the Travel Agent Does Not Fall Under Category III)

05.01. A Traveler who wishes to subscribe for our
Package Tour Contract shall fill in the necessary
information on the Application Form as designated by us
(hereinafter referred to as the "Application Form"), and
shall submit it to us together with the required Application
Fee as specified separately by us.
05.02. Notwithstanding provision of preceding
Paragraph 05.01, the Traveler who wishes to subscribe for
our Communication Contract, shall notify us of the name
of the desired Package Tour, the start date of the Tour, the
aforementioned Traveler's membership number and other
information as required (hereinafter in the subsequent
Articles referred to as the "Membership Number, etc.").
05.03. The Application Fee as specified in 05.01 above,
shall be treated as part of the Tour Price, may be subject to
forfeiture in the case of cancellation, or may be used as a
penalty charge .
05.04. In cases where the Traveler participating in the
Package Tour requires special attention, the
aforementioned Traveler shall mention such a request to
us at the time of application for the Contract. We shall
attempt to accommodate such requests as far as possible.
05.05. Expenses incurred as a result of special
arrangements made at the request of the Traveler, under
preceding Paragraph 05.04, shall be borne by the Traveler
themselves.
Article 6. - Subscription by Telephone, etc.
06.01. Subscriptions for the Package Tour Contract are
accepted by means of telephone, mail, facsimile and other
means of communications. In such cases, the Contract is
not concluded at the time of subscription, and the Traveler
for the aforementioned Tour shall submit an Application
Form and Application Fee, or notify us of his or her

Membership Number, etc. within the period as designated
by us, in accordance with the provision of 05.01 or 05.02 of
preceding Article 5, after we have notified said Traveler of
our acceptance of his or her subscription,
06.02. Upon the submission of the Application Form and
Application Fee as specified in preceding Paragraph 06.01,
or when we have been notified of the Traveler's
Membership Number, etc., the order in which we conclude
the Package Tour Contract with the aforementioned
Traveler shall be in the same order that we received said
subscription, with regards to other similar subscriptions.
06.03. In cases where the Traveler fails to submit the
Application Fee, or to notify us of his or her Membership
Number, etc. within the period specified in 06.01 above,
we shall consider such a subscription as not having been
received and treat it accordingly.
Article 7. - Rejection of Contract Conclusion
07.01. The following are cases upon which we reserve
the right to decline the conclusion the Package Tour
Contract.
(1) In cases where the age, sex, qualifications, skills and/or
other conditions of the Traveler in question do not meet
such conditions as specified by us in advance, as required
of Travelers participating in the Tour.
(2) In cases where the number of Travelers subscribing for
the Tour has already reached the maximum number of
participants as scheduled for the Tour.
(3) In cases where the Traveler in question subscribing for
the Tour is likely to create a nuisance for other Travelers or
hinder smooth implementation of the Tour as a group.
(4) In cases where the Communication Contract is about to
be concluded, and the Traveler is unable to settle in whole
or in part, the liability related to his or her Tour Price, etc. as
stipulated in the card membership rules of the Affiliated
Company. Such reasons may be due to, but not limited to,
the credit card as held by the Traveler in question, being
found to be invalid.
(5) In cases where the Traveler considered as a gangster
including semi-regular, gang concerned and company of
gang concerned or other antisocial forces.
(6) In cases where the Traveler carries out the violent or
unlawful act of demanding, threating behave or language
and behave with violence in relation to transaction, or
equivalent behavior.
(7) In cases where the Traveler spread rumor and use
fraudulent means, or damage our reliance by force or
other behaviors such as interference with our duty.
(8) In cases where there is the other certain reason on
Practice.
Article 8. - Time that the Tour Contract is deemed
Concluded
08.01. The Package Tour Contract shall be deemed to be
concluded, when we have accepted the conclusion of the
Contract, and have received the Application Fee as
specified in 05.01.
08.02. Notwithstanding the provision of preceding
Paragraph 08.01, the Communication Contract shall be
considered concluded when we send a notice to the effect
of communicating our acceptance of the conclusion of the
Contract. An electronic notice of acceptance as sent by us
is exception to this, in which case the aforementioned
Contract shall be deemed to be concluded when said
electronic notice reaches the Traveler.
Article 9. - Delivery of Contract Document
09.01. We shall promptly deliver to the Traveler, a
document (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract
Document") detailing the itinerary, contents of Tour
Service, Tour Prices, and other conditions of the Tour, as
well as matters concerning our responsibility with regards
to the Tour, after the Tour Contract has been concluded as
defined in preceding Article 8.
09.02. The scope of the Tour Service involving our
responsibility in making arrangements and administering
itineraries under the Package Tour Contract, shall be based
on details stated in the Contract Document, as specified in
preceding Paragraph 09.01.
Article 10. - The Determinate Document
10.01. In cases where it is not possible to state the
determinate itinerary, or the names of transport and/or
accommodation facilities in the Contract Document as
specified in preceding Article 09.01., we shall list, on a
limited basis, the names of facilities scheduled for
accommodation and the name of intended transport
facilities on the Contract Document. Further to delivering
such a Contract Document, we shall also deliver a
document with descriptions of determinate conditions
(hereinafter referred to as the "Determinate Document")
on or before the date as specified in said Contract
Document, but no later than the day immediately
preceding the starting date of the Tour (or the starting
date of the Tour, in cases where subscriptions for the
Package Tour Contract are made during the 7-day period
leading up to the start date of the tour).
10.02. With respect to preceding Paragraph 10.01., in
cases where an enquiry is received from a Traveler who
wishes to confirm the condition of arrangements, we shall
respond promptly and properly to such an enquiry, even
prior to the delivery of the Determinate Document to said
Traveler.
10.03. In cases where the Determinate Document has
been delivered as specified in
10.01., the scope of the Tour Service involving our
responsibility to arrange and administer the itinerary, shall
be limited to the scope as described in said Determinate
Document.
Article 11. - Method of Utilizing Telecommunication
Technology
11.01. Assuming prior consent of the Traveler has been
obtained; when said Traveler has been provided with
details such as the itinerary, contents of the Tour Service,
the Tour Price, other conditions of the Tour, and our

responsibility (hereinafter referred to in this Article as the
"Described Details"), to be stated in the document, the
Contract Document, or the Determinate Document, at
such a time when he or she is about to conclude the
Package Tour Contract, and said provision is by means of
utilizing telecommunications technology, instead of
physically delivering the aforementioned document(s) to
said Traveler, we shall confirm that the Described Details
have been recorded on a file as equipped in and as
capable of communications equipment and as used by the
Traveler (confined to the use of said Traveler) and have
been viewed by said Traveler.
11.02. With respect to preceding Paragraph 11.01., when
the communications equipment used by the
aforementioned Traveler is not equipped with and/or not
capable of the function of recording the Described Details,
we shall record the Described Details on a file (for
exclusive use of the said Traveler) as equipped in and as
capable of communications equipment used by us, and
confirm that said Traveler has viewed the Described
Details.
Article 12. - Tour Price
(In Case the Travel Agent Does Not Fall Under Category III)

12.01. The Traveler shall pay to us, the amount of the
Tour Price as specified in the Contract Document, on or
before the date specified in the Contract Document, and
prior to the starting date of the Tour.
12.02. Upon conclusion of the Communication Contract,
we shall receive payment of the amount of the Tour Price
as specified in the Contract Document by the credit card of
our Affiliated Company, and without the need to obtain
the Traveler's signature on the designated voucher. In this
case, the date of card used shall be considered as the date
that the Tour Contract is concluded.

Chapter 3 - Alteration of the Contract

Article 13. - Alteration of Contract Contents
13.01. In cases where unusual and unforeseen
circumstances arise due to reasons beyond our control,
including, but not limited to acts of God/providence, acts
of war, civil commotion, suspension and/or closure of Tour
Services such as transport and accommodation facilities,
exercises and/or orders from government and other public
agencies, the need to use transport services not based on
our original transport plan, and such circumstances affect
the safe and smooth implementation of the Tour, we may
be required to change the itinerary contents of the Tour
Service, and other contents of - 9 - the Package Tour
Contract (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract
Contents") by promptly informing and/or explaining to the
Traveler beforehand, reasons for the nature of such
circumstances being beyond our control, and the
correlation between such circumstances and subsequent
changes. This shall be the case except at the time of an
emergency, where the Traveler is informed and/or receives
an appropriate explanation after such changes have been
made.
Article 14. - Alteration of Tour Price
14.01. In cases where the transport fare and charge
applicable to the transport facilities being used for the
implementation of the Package Tour (hereinafter in this
Article referred to as the "Applicable Fare and Charge") are
increased or reduced considerably beyond price levels as
normally assumed, due to significant changes to economic
and/or other conditions, compared with the Applicable
Fare and Charge specified at the time when the Package
Tour was originally offered, we shall be permitted to
increase or reduce the amount of the Tour Price within the
range of the amount so increased or reduced.
14.02. In cases where we increase the Tour Price as
provided for in preceding Paragraph
14.01., we shall inform the Traveler to that effect no later
than the 15th day prior to the starting date of the Tour.
14.03. In cases where the Applicable Fare and Charge are
reduced as provided for in
14.01., we shall lower the Tour Price by the amount so
reduced in accordance with the provision of said
Paragraph.
14.04. In cases where changes in the contents of the Tour
Contract, according to the provision of preceding Article
13, result in any increase or decrease to accrue in the
expenses required for the implementation of the Tour
(including cancellation charges for the Tour Service not
received due to changes in the contents of said Contract,
penalties and/or other prepaid or payable expenses), we
reserve the right to make changes to the amount of the
Tour Price, within the range of the amount increased or
reduced when such Contract Contents are changed
(except when such a change is the result of a lack of
vacancies in the transport and accommodation facilities,
or rooms and other facilities, despite the relevant Tour
Service and seats/places as provided by the transport and
accommodation facilities) .
14.05. When the number of people participating in the
Tour changes due to reasons not attributed to us after the
conclusion of the Package Tour Contract, in cases where
we have stated in the Contract Document that the Tour
Price varies with the number of people utilizing the
transport and accommodation facilities, we reserve the
right to change the amount of the Tour Price as described
in the Contract Document.
Article 15. - Change of Traveler
15.01. A Traveler who has concluded a Package Tour
Contract with us, may assign his/her status under said
Contract to a third party, subject to our consent.
15.02. In cases where the Traveler wishes to obtain our
consent as provided for in preceding paragraph 15.01, said
Traveler shall fill in the necessary information on a form as
designated by us, and submit it with the handling fee of a
designated amount, to us.
15.03. The assignment of said status under the Contract,

as provided for in 15.01., shall take effect when approved
by us. After such approval, the third party who has
acquired such status under the Tour Contract, shall inherit
all rights and obligations concerning said Package Tour
Contract as originally concluded by the Traveler.

Chapter 4 - Cancellation of the Contract

Article 16. - The Traveler's rights in canceling the Contract
16.01. The Traveler may, at any time, cancel the Package
Tour Contract by paying to us the cancellation fee as
specified in Schedule I. In cases where said Traveler wishes
to cancel the Communication Contract, we shall accept
and process payment of the cancellation fee by using the
card of our Affiliated Company without obtaining said
Traveler's signature on the designated voucher.
16.02. The Traveler may cancel the Package Tour, in the
following instances without having to pay the cancellation
fee before the start of the Tour, notwithstanding the
provision of preceding Paragraph 16.01.
(1) In cases where the Contract Contents are changed by
us. This is, however, limited only to those cases resulting
from such changes as those listed in the left column of
Schedule II and other important changes.
(2) In cases where the Tour Price is increased under the
provision of 14.01.
(3) In cases where unusual and unforeseen circumstances
arise due to reasons beyond our control, including, but not
limited to acts of God/providence, acts of war, civil
commotion, suspension and/or closure of Tour Services
such as transport and accommodation facilities, exercises
and/or orders from government and other public
agencies, and other such circumstances that affect the safe
and smooth implementation of the Tour, or that have
increased the potential of disabling the tour to an extreme
extent.
(4) In cases where we fail to deliver the Determinate
Document to the Traveler on or prior to the date specified
in 10.01.
(5) In cases where the implementation of the Tour is
prevented/precluded as scheduled according to the
itinerary described in the Contract Document, as a result of
causes attributed to us.
16.03. When the Traveler is unable to receive the Tour
Service as described in the Contract Document after the
start of the Tour, due to causes not attributed to him/her,
or when we inform him/her to this effect, said Traveler may
cancel the Contract for that portion of the Tour Service
which he/she is unable to receive, without paying the
cancellation fee, notwithstanding the provision of 16.01.
16.04. In the case of preceding Paragraph 16.03, we shall
refund to the Traveler: the portion of the Tour Price as
represented by the portion of the Tour Service which has
become unavailable. However, when the afore-mentioned
case is not due to causes attributed to us; we shall refund
to said Traveler: the afore-mentioned amount, after
deduction of the cancellation fee, and after the application
of any penalties and/or other amounts already paid, or
related to expenses payable from such a time, for said Tour
Service.
Article 17. - Our Right to Cancel the Contract
- Cancellation before the Start of the Tour
17.01. We reserve the right to cancel the Package Tour
Contract before the start of the Tour by explaining to the
Traveler about the reason for the cancellation, in the
following instances.
(1) In cases where it becomes known that the Traveler does
not meet the conditions required of Tour participants, such
as age, sex, qualifications, skills, etc., as specified by us
beforehand.
(2) In cases where the Traveler is considered unable to
participate in said Tour due to illness, the absence of a
necessary aide/helper and/or other such causes.
(3) In cases where the Traveler is likely to create a nuisance
for other Travelers and/or hinder smooth implementation
of the Tour as a group.
(4) In cases where the Traveler requests extra burden in
regards of the contents of the Contract beyond a
reasonable extent.
(5) In cases where the number of Travelers participating in
the Tour does not reach the minimum number of
participants for the Tour as specified in the Contract
Document.
(6) In cases where it is extremely likely that Tour conditions
required for implementation of the Tour as described at
the time of the conclusion of the Contract, such as the
amount of snowfall necessary for a ski Tour, shall not come
into being.
(7) In cases where unusual and unforeseen circumstances
arise due to reasons beyond our control, including, but not
limited to acts of God/providence, acts of war, civil
commotion, suspension and/or closure of Tour Services
such as transport and accommodation facilities, exercises
and/or orders from government and other public
agencies, and other such circumstances that affect the safe
and smooth implementation of the Tour as scheduled
according to the itinerary described in the Contract
Document, or that have increased the potential of
disabling the tour to an extreme extent.
(8) In cases where the Communication Contract has been
concluded, and the Traveler is unable to settle in whole or
in part, the liability related to his or her Tour Price, etc. as
stipulated in the card membership rules of the Affiliated
Company. Such reasons may be due to, but not limited to,
the credit card as held by the Traveler in question, being
invalid.
(9) In cases where it becomes known that the Traveler
relevant to any from 7 (5) to (7).
17.02. In cases where the Traveler does not pay the Tour
Price by the due date, as specified in the Contract
Document as provided for in 12.01, the Traveler shall be
considered to have cancelled the Package Tour Contract

on the day immediately following the said due date. In
such a case, said Traveler shall pay a penalty of the amount
equal to the cancellation fee as specified in 16.01 to us.
17.03. In cases where we cancel the Package Tour
Contract due to reasons as defined in 17.01. (5) , we shall
inform Travelers participating in the Tour that said Tour is
to be cancelled, no later than the 13th day prior to the
starting date of the Tour in the case of inland Tours (no
later than the 3rd day prior in the case of a day trip) and no
later than the 23rd day prior (no later than the 33rd day
prior to the starting date of the Tour, should such a date
fall within the *Peak Season as defined in Schedule I) to
the starting date of the Tour otherwise.
Article 18. - Our Right to Cancel the contract
- Cancellation after the beginning of the Tour
18.01. We reserve the right to cancel part of the Package
Tour Contract, in the following instances, even after the
start of the Tour, by explaining to the Traveler about the
reason for the cancellation.
(1) In cases where the Traveler is considered unable to
continue said Tour due to the absence of a necessary
aide/helper and/or other such causes.
(2) In cases where the Traveler infringes on the safe and
smooth implementation of said Tour by not following
instructions as given by our Tour Escort and/or other staff
for the safe and/or smooth implementation of the Tour, or
by disrupting the disciplinary order of group activities by
physically assaulting and/or threatening said staff or other
Travelers.
(3) In cases where unusual and unforeseen circumstances
arise due to reasons beyond
(4) In cases where it becomes known that the Traveler
relevant to any from 7 (5) to (7). our control, including, but
not limited to acts of God/providence, acts of war, civil
commotion, suspension and/or closure of Tour Services
such as transport and accommodation facilities, exercises
and/or orders from government and other public
agencies, and other such circumstances that affect the safe
and smooth implementation of the Tour.
18.02. In cases where we cancel the Package Tour
Contract under the provision of preceding Paragraph
18.01, the contractual relationship between our Company
and the Traveler shall cease to exist from this point forth. In
such a case, it shall be deemed that our liability related to
the Tour Service already provided to the Traveler has
effectively been redeemed.
18.03. In the case of preceding Paragraph 18.02, we shall
refund to said Traveler: the afore-mentioned amount, after
deduction of the cancellation fee, and after the application
of any penalties and/or other amounts already paid, or
related to expenses still payable from such a time, for said
Tour Service, from the remaining amount for the portion of
said Tour service which has yet to be offered to the
Traveler.
Article 19. - Refund of Tour Price
19.01. In cases where a refund becomes due to the
Traveler as a result of the Tour Price being reduced under
provisions set forth from 14.03 through 14.05, or due to
the cancellation of the Package Tour Contract under
provision of preceding Articles 16 through 18, we shall
refund to the Traveler, the amount by which the Tour Price
is reduced. Such refunds shall be made within 7 days
reckoned from the day immediately following the date of
cancellation, in cases where the refund is due to
cancellation prior to the start of the Tour. Otherwise,
refunds shall be made within 30 days reckoned from the
day immediately following the last day of the Tour as
stated in the Contract Document, in cases where said
refund is due to a reduction of the Tour Price, or if
cancellation takes place after the start of the Tour.
19.02. In cases where the Communication Contract has
been concluded with the Traveler, we shall pay a refund to
the Traveler according to the card membership rules of the
Affiliated Company, if a refund becomes due to him/her as
a result of a reduction of the Tour Price, under provisions
set forth from 14.03 through 14.05, or due to the
cancellation of the Communication Contract under the
provisions of preceding Articles 16 through 18. Such
refunds shall be made within 7 days reckoned from the
day immediately following the date of cancellation, in
cases where the refund is due to cancellation prior to the
start of the Tour. Otherwise, refunds shall be made within
30 days reckoned from the day immediately following the
last day of the Tour as stated in the Contract Document, in
cases where said refund is due to a reduction of the Tour
Price, or if cancellation takes place after the start of the
Tour. The day upon which we notify the Traveler shall be
considered as the date of using the card.
19.03. Provisions of preceding Paragraphs, 19.01 and
19.02, shall not prevent the Traveler or our Company from
exercising the right to claim compensation for damages
suffered under provisions of Articles 27 or 30.01 hereto.
Article 20. - Arrangement for Return Trips after
Cancellation of the Contract
20.01. In cases where we cancel the Package Tour
Contract after the start of the Tour, under provisions of
Articles 18.01 (1) or 18.03, we shall undertake to make
arrangements for Tour Services as needed for the Traveler
to return to the place of departure of said Tour at the
request of the Traveler.
20.2. With reference to preceding Paragraph 20.01, all
expenses required for such return trips to the place of
departure shall be borne by the Traveler.

Chapter 5 - Contracts with Organizations
and Groups

Article 21. - Contracts with Organizations and Groups
21.01. The provisions of this Chapter shall be applied to
the conclusion of Package Tour Contracts, relevant to cases
where subscriptions are received from two or more
Travelers due to travel the same route at the same time,

provided that each Traveler appoints a responsible
representative (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract
Representative").
Article 22. - Contract Representative
22.01. Unless a special contract is concluded, the
Contract Representative shall be deemed the person
holding all power of representation concerning the
conclusion of the Package Tour Contract, for Travelers who
compose of his/her organization or group (hereinafter
referred to as the "Constituent Member"). All transactions
concerning Tour business related to said organization or
group, shall be handled with said Contract Representative.
22.02. The Contract Representative is required to submit
a list of the Constituent Members on or before the date as
specified by us.
22.03. We shall not be held accountable for liabilities or
obligations which the Contract Representative assumes on
behalf of the Constituent Members, or liabilities or
obligations which the Contract Representative is expected
to assume in the future.
22.04. In cases where the Contract Representative does
not accompany his/her organization or group during the
Tour, one of the Constituent Members as appointed by the
Contract Representative beforehand, shall be deemed by
us to be the Contract Representative after the
commencement of the Tour.

Chapter 6 - Administration of Itinerary

Article 23. - Administration of Itinerary
23.01. We shall make efforts to secure safe and smooth
travel for the Traveler and carry out the following services
for said Traveler, except where we have concluded a
special contract with said Traveler which differs from the
following provisions.
(1) To take necessary measures to ensure that said Traveler
will receive such Tour Service as specified in the Package
Tour Contract, in cases where it is feared that said Traveler
may not be able to receive the afore-mentioned Tour
Service during the Tour,
(2) To make arrangements for alternative services in cases
where the alteration of the Tour Contract contents
becomes unavoidable, despite the undertaking of
measures as described in the preceding Paragraph. In
cases where the Tour itinerary is to be changed, we shall
make efforts to arrange for the alternative itinerary after
the change measure up to the purport of the original Tour
itinerary. In such a case, we shall also try to minimize
alterations of the Contract Contents by making the Tour
Service contents after the change as close to the originally
planned contents.
Article 24. Instructions by Our Company
24.01. The Traveler shall be required to follow the
instructions of our Company while the Tour is conducted
as a group during the Tour from start to finish. This is done
for the safe and smooth implementation of the Tour.
Article 25. Services of Tour Escort, Etc.
25.01. We reserve the right to ask Tour Escorts or others
to accompany the Tour, depending on the contents of said
Tour, for the handling of services as described in respective
Paragraphs from Article 23, in whole or in part, which we
consider necessary in connection with said Package Tour.
25.02. The service hours for said Tour Escorts or others to
engage in the services as described in the preceding
Paragraph 25.01 shall, in principle, range from 8:00 to
20:00 hours.
Article 26. Protective Measures
26.01. We reserve the right to take measures as
necessary in cases where we consider the Traveler to be in
a Condition requiring attention and/or protection due to
sickness and/or injury. In such a case, unless the cause of
such a condition is not attributed to us, the expenditure
required for the said measures shall be borne by said
Traveler and shall be payable by the Traveler on or before
the date as specified by us, by a method as designated by
us. This shall apply unless the cause of said condition is
attributed to our actions.

Chapter 7 - Responsibility

Article 27. Responsibility of Our Company
27.01. We shall be accountable for the compensation of
damages suffered by the Traveler intentionally or
negligently by us, or by our agent who has been engaged
by us to make arrangements on our behalf, under the
provision of Article 4 (hereinafter referred to as the
"Business Agent"). Such compensation shall be limited to
cases where notice has been given to us within two years
from the day immediately following the day when such
damages have been suffered.
27.02. In cases where the Traveler suffers damage due to
unusual and unforeseen circumstances arising due to
reasons beyond our control, including, but not limited to
acts of God/providence, acts of war, civil commotion,
suspension and/or closure of Tour Services such as
transport and accommodation facilities, exercises and/or
orders from government and other public agencies, and
other such circumstances, we shall not be held liable for
compensation, except in the case of preceding Paragraph
27.01.
27.03. With regards to damage caused to baggage as
described in 27.01, notwithstanding the provision of said
Paragraph, we shall compensate the Traveler to a
maximum limit of ¥150,000 per Traveler (except in cases
where the damage was caused by us intentionally, or was
a direct result of our negligence/fault). Such compensation
shall only apply provided we are notified of the damage,
no later than 14 days after the day when such damage was
suffered in the case of inland trips, and no later than 21
days after the day when such damage was suffered in the
case of overseas trips.
Article 28. - Special Compensation
28.01. We shall pay compensation money and solatium

of the amount as set beforehand respectively for certain
damage caused to the life, body or baggage of a
participating Traveler during the Package Tour, in
accordance with the provision of the separate Rules of
Special Compensation, regardless whether or not we are
accountable for causing said damage.
28.02. In cases where we are accountable under the
provision of preceding Article 27.01 for damage caused as
described in preceding Paragraph 28.01, the
compensation payable by us, within the limits of
compensation payable based on said accountability,
according to preceding Paragraph 28.01, shall be
considered fair compensation for said damage
28.03. In such cases as provided for in preceding
Paragraph 28.02, our responsibility to pay the indemnity
based on the provision of 28.01 shall be reduced by an
amount equal to the compensation money payable by us,
under the provision of preceding Article 27.01 (including
the indemnity considered as compensation money
according to the provision of preceding Paragraph 28.02).
28.04. Package Tours implement by our collection of a
separate Tour Price, from a participating Traveler on our
Package Tour shall be handled as part of the contents of
the principal Package Tour.
Article 29. - Guarantee of Itinerary
29.01. In cases where a major alteration is made to the
Tour Contents described in the left column of Schedule II
(excluding alterations caused by the lack of vacancies in
the transport and accommodation facilities, or rooms and
other facilities, despite the relevant Tour Service and
seats/places as provided by the transport and
accommodation facilities and with the exception of
alterations as described in the following instances), we
shall pay compensation for such alterations in excess of
the amount by multiplying the Tour Price by the
percentage as specified in the right column of said
Schedule. This shall be done no later than 30 days after the
last day of the Tour, except in cases where it is clear that
our accountability arises under provision of Article 27.01
regarding said alterations.
(1) Alterations due to the following causes:
(a) Acts of God/providence
(b) Acts/Maelstroms of war
(c) Civil commotion
(d) Exercises/Orders from government and other public
agencies
(e) Suspension and/or closure of Tour Services such as
transport and accommodation facilities
(f ) The offer of transport services not originally included in
the travel plan.
(g) Measures undertaken to ensure the safety of Tour
Participants
(2) Alterations related to the cancelled portion of the
Package Tour Contract based on provisions from Article 16
through Article 18.
29.02. The maximum amount of compensation payable
by us for such alterations shall be the amount as calculated
by multiplying the Tour Price per Traveler for one Package
Tour by the percentage set by us in excess of 15%.
However, in cases where the amount of compensation per
Traveler falls below 1,000 yen, we shall not be obliged to
pay compensation for the alteration.
29.03. In cases where it is clear that our accountability
will arise concerning said alteration, based on the
provision of Article 27.01, after we have paid
compensation for the alteration in accordance with the
provision of 29.01, the Traveler will be required to repay
such compensation paid for said alteration. In such a case,
based on the provision of the afore-mentioned Paragraph,
we shall pay the balance by offsetting the amount of
compensation payable by us, by the amount of
compensation due to be repaid by the Traveler.
Article 30. - Accountability of the Traveler
30.01. In cases where we have suffered damage due to
the direct intentions and/or fault of a Traveler, said Traveler
shall be required to compensate us for the damage.
30.02. When the Traveler concludes the Package Tour
Contract, the Traveler shall attempt to fully understand the
contents of said Package Tour Contract, such as the right
and obligations of the Traveler, etc., by utilizing
information as provided by us.
30.03. For the Traveler to receive the Tour Service as
planned and described in the Contract Document, after
the Tour’s start, the Traveler shall promptly inform us, or
our business agent or the provider of said Tour Service at
the Touring point, if and when the Traveler realizes that the
Tour Service being offered differs from that as stated in the
Contract Document.

Chapter 8 - Co mpensation Business

Guarantee Bonds(In cases involving Security
Members of the Association of Travel Agents)
Article 31. - Compensation Business Guarantee Bonds
31.01. We hereby verify our status as a Security Member
of the Association of Travel Agents (located at 4-1-20
Minatoku Toranomon 105-0001 Tokyo Japan) .
31.02. The Traveler or Constituent Member, who has
concluded the Package Tour Contract with us, is entitled to
be reimbursed from Compensation Business Guarantee
Bonds as deposited by the Association of Travel Agents as
described in preceding Paragraph 31.01, up to the
maximum amount of yen.
31.03. As we have paid our share of the Compensation
Business Guarantee Bonds to the Association of Travel
Agents, in accordance with the provision of the first
Paragraph of Article 22-10 of the Travel Agency Law, we
have not deposited the Business Guarantee Bonds based
on the first Paragraph of Article 7 of the Travel Agency Law.

Schedule I - Cancellation Fees (related to Article 16.01)
Cancellation fees related to Inland Trips
Classification
Cancellation Fee
(1) Package Tour Contract excluding the following cases
(a) In case s where the Contract is
cancelled no earlier than 20 day s (10
day s in the case of a day trip) prior to
the starting day of the Tour (except in
the following cases from (b) through
(e) ).

Up to 20% of the
Tour Price

(b) In case s where the Contract is
cancelled no earlier than 7 days prior
to the starting day of the Tour(except
in the following cases from (c)through
(e) ).

Up to 30% of the
Tour Price

(C) In case s where the Contract is
cancelled on the day before the
starting day of the Tour.

Up to 40% of the
Tour Price

(d) In case s where the Contract is
cancelled on the starting day of the
Tour.

Up to 50% of the
Tour Price

(e) In case s where the Contract is can
celled after the start of the Tour or
the Traveler does not participate in
the Tour without notice (no show) .

Up to 100% of the
Tour Price

(2) ackage Tour Contract with the use
of a Chartered Vessel

Based on the rules
of the cancellation
fee for said Vessel

Recital: The amount of the cancellation fee shall be clearly
specified in the Contract Document.

Schedule II - Monetary Compensation for Alterations
(related to Article 29.01)

Alterations Requiring Payable
Compensation

Percentage
per Case (%)
Prior to After the
the start start of
of the the Tour
Tour

(1) Alterations of the starting or final
days of the Tour described in the
Contract Document

1.5

3.0

(2) Alterations of sightseeing locations
or facilities (including restaurants) and
other destinations of the Tour

1.0

2.0

(3) Alterations to the class or facilities of
Transport Facilities to those of lower
rates than those described in the
Contract Document (but limited only to
cases where the total charged amount
for altering the said class and facilities
falls below the total amount for that as
specified in the Contract Document)

1.0

2.0

(4) Alteration s in the class of the
transport facilities or in the names of
companies as specified in the Contract
Document

1.0

2.0

(5) Alterations to different flights at the
depart ure airport and/or destination
airport in Japan from those as specified
in the Contract Document.

1.0

2.0

(6) Alterations /additions of connecting or
indirect flights as needed to supplement/
replace direct flights scheduled to fly from
Japan to outside of Japan according to
the Contract Document

1.0

2.0

(7) Alterations to the type or name of
accommodation facilities as specified in
the Contract Document

1.0

2.0

(8) Alterations to the conditions of guest
rooms as specified in the Contract
Document, such as the type of guest
rooms, facilities, scenery, etc.

1.0

2.0

(9) Alterations in the items as specified in
the tour title of the Contract Document,
among the alterations specified in each
item listed from 1 through 8 above.

2.5

5.0

Note 1. "Prior to the Start of the Tour" shall refer to cases
where the Traveler has been notified of the relevant
alteration, no later than the day prior to the starting
day of the Tour, and "After the Start of the Tour" shall
refer to cases where the Traveler has been notified of
the relevant alteration on or after the starting day of
the Tour.
Note 2. When the Determinate Document has been
delivered, this Schedule shall be applied after the
"Contract Document" is read as the "Determinate
Document" instead. In such a case, if any alterations
take place between the described contents of the
Contract Document and the described contents of
the Determinate Document, or between the
described content of the Determinate Document and
the contents of the service actually offered,
respective alterations shall be treated as a single case.
Note 3. In cases where transport facilities related to the
alterations described in (3) or (4) above involve the
use of accommodation facilities, each overnight stay
shall be treated as a single case.
Note 4.A lterations in the names of the companies
operating transport facilities under (4) Above, will not
be applicable in cases where such alterations involve
changes to a higher class or more sophisticated
facilities.
Note 5. Even if the alter ations described in (4) or (7) or (8)
above take place in multiple cases during one trip on
a transport vehicle, or one overnight stay, each trip or
overnight stay shall be treated as a single case
respectively.
Note 6.With reference to the alterations described in (9)
above, the percentages from (1) through (8) shall not
be applied, but rather that of the percentage as listed
under (9).
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1 “Breakfast” and “experience in market”
2 Cook your original Kure Donburi
3 Let’s try roast bonito and eat local sashimi bowl!
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4 Experience roasting bonito with straw

Muroto City

5 Experience roasting bonito with straw in USA! (lunch included)

Shimanto Town
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Shimantocho-Chuo IC
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7 Experience crab fishing
8 Experience fishing with fishermen
9 Factory tour of dried bonito
10 Baking baumkuchen cake
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11 Let’s make hat bread!

四万十市

12 Enjoy Kochi’s night life
27 Pat the animals at a working farm near the city
13 Walking tour of Kochi city
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6 Experience roasting bonitos with straw and Kamimachi Donburi
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28 Experience making moss plant ball

14 Walking tour of USA

29 Class for newspaper bag making

15 Tour of Tsukasabotan sake brewery

30 Experience weaving

16 Tour of Mutemuka brewery famous for Dabada Hiburi sake

31 Experience dyeing with vegetables

17 Experience farming tomatoes at “tomato no mura (village of tomato)”

32 Experience making basket plate

18 Foot Path and farming experience of sweet sugar tomatoes

33 Experience pilgrimage

19 Experience the rice harvest at Mr. Wada’s house in Tosa Town

34 Exploration Saruta cave

20 Experience picking tomatoes at Mr. Wada’s house

35 Visit Hongawa hydroelectric power station

21 Experience picking edible wild plants and making local food platter

36 Experience paddling a canoe in Shimanto

22 Experience making local sushi

37 Canoeing in Niyodo river

23 Experience making soba

38 Houseboat on the Niyodo river

24 Experience making flower charcoal

39 You will be excited! Let’s try rafting.

25 Power spot and experience Sutra writing with monks at Chikurin temple

40 Fishing in Usa (2 hour or half day course)

26 Play with dolphins and try local Muroto cuisine “Alfonsino bowl”

41 Walking at the famous Japanese mountain Kamegamori.

love Kochi, and come to Kochi Tosakoi Tour

TEL 088-875-0111
http://tosakoi.jp/

(Inc.) Jyoseikan

2-5-34 Kamimachi, Kochi-City Kochi pref 780-0901

registration travel industry of Kochi prefectural governor No.2-105
(Corp.) a member of the society for national travel industry
Travel business controller: Kenichi Tateishi
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